We show that linear redshift distortions in the galaxy distribution can affect the ISW galaxytemperature signal, when the galaxy selection function is derived from a redshift survey. We find this effect adds power to the ISW signal at all redshifts and is larger at higher redshifts. Omission of this effect leads to an overestimation of the dark energy density ΩΛ as well as an underestimation of statistical errors. We find a new expression for the ISW Limber equation which includes redshift distortions, though we find that Limber equations for the ISW calculation are ill-suited for tomographic calculations when the redshift bin width is small. The inclusion of redshift distortions provides a new cosmological handle in the ISW spectrum, which can help constrain dark energy parameters, curvature and alternative cosmologies. Code is available on request and will soon be added as a module to the iCosmo platform (http://www.icosmo.org).
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I. INTRODUCTION
The integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect [1, ISW] is a purely linear effect (in the non-linear regime, it is the weaker Rees-Sciama effect) which in a flat universe is an independent signature of dark energy. Furthermore, as it probes both the expansion history of the Universe and the growth of structure, it can be used to constrain alternative models of gravity, as well as the curvature of the Universe. These features make it a 'clean' and attractive probe, even though its cosmological constraining power is weak compared to that of other probes such as galaxy clustering and weak lensing.
Its relative weakness means future surveys are never specifically optimised to measure the ISW effect. However [2] showed that the optimal survey for measuring the ISW effect is similar to one designed to study BAOs and weak lensing, so that measurement of the ISW effect effectively comes for free with future LSS surveys, such as DUNE [3] , JDEM [31] or Euclid [32] .
Recent detections of the ISW effect by cross-correlation of WMAP data with tracers of LSS [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] show it is a promising cosmological probe, especially where a tomographic study is possible [14] , as will be the case with future surveys. However, some of the studies above [9, 13, 14] return best fit values for the dark energy density between Ω Λ = 0.80−0.85, i.e., higher than that expected by today's concordance cosmology. This possible discrepency is currently not explained, although it could simply be due to cosmic variance.
It was also originally thought that measuring the correlation between LSS and the CMB was a direct measure of the ISW effect [15] ; [16] showed that such correlations also include a cosmic magnification signal which may * Electronic address: anais.rassat@cea.fr mimic or dampen the ISW effect, especially at high redshifts. Rather than a hindrance to ISW measurements, such extra correlations are encouraging as they make the LSS-CMB correlation signal less featureless than previously thought, which means degeneracies between different cosmological parameters are more likely to be broken. It also provides a handle on dark energy at higher redshifts.
Another promising probe are linear redshift distortions [17, 18, 19] , which are present in the galaxy density field. These arise from the galaxy peculiar velocity field, which itself correlates with the CMB's ISW signal [20] . Though in principle the velocity-temperature signal to noise is larger than the galaxy-temperature signal to noise, large velocity maps are much harder to create than galaxy maps.
In this paper we show that these redshift distortions can also contribute to the galaxy-temperature crosscorrelation signal. In section II we review the origin of the ISW signal. In section III we give the linear theory expression for the ISW cross-power, which we extend to include the effect of redshift distortions in section IV. In section V we derive a new Limber equation for the ISW cross-power which includes the effect of redshift distortions. In section VI we present our main conclusions.
II. THE ORIGIN OF THE ISW EFFECT
The gravitational potential of the LSS distorts spacetime so that a photon travelling through it will be subject to a gravitational blueshift on entry of the potential and redshift on exit. If the potential does not vary during the photon travel time, then the net effect will be null: the photon will emerge unaffected by LSS. This is always the case on linear scales in an Einstein-de Sitter Universe.
If, however, these potential wells vary with time, as they would in the presence of dark energy or curvature, the photon will emerge from the LSS gravitational field, either red-or blue-shifted depending on whether the potentials grow or decay respectively.
For photons travelling from the surface of last scattering, the varying gravitational potential of LSS will create secondary temperature anisotropies which will add power to the temperature-temperature (T-T) angular power spectrum C T T (ℓ). The power added on large scales in the case of non-anisotropic stress is [1] :
where T is the temperature of the CMB, η the conformal time, defined by dη = dta(t) and η 0 and η L are the conformal times today and at the surface of last scattering respectively;n is the unit vector along the line of sight; Φ(x, η) is the gravitational potential at position x and at conformal time η and Φ ′ ≡ ∂Φ ∂η . The factor 2 arises from assuming the Newtonian potentials ψ and Φ are equal.
The ISW signal is weak compared to primary temperature anisotropies which makes it difficult to extract from the T-T power spectrum alone, though recent methods to reconstruct the actual ISW T-T signal exist [21, 22] .
Current detections of the ISW signal use a method proposed by [15] which measures the cross-correlation between LSS and the CMB to detect the ISW effect independently from the intrinsic CMB fluctuations. A significant decay in the gravitational potentials will produce large scale hot spots in the CMB. These gravitational potentials will also tend to host an overdensity of galaxies, so a positive correlation between the CMB and the galaxy distribution is expected.
III. LINEAR THEORY PREDICTIONS
The predicted cross-correlation signal of the ISW effect in spherical harmonic space is given by:
where
Eq. 2 is the exact equation in linear theory. The temperature window function is give by:
The terms H and D are the Hubble expansion and the growth function respectively, which depend implicity on redshift. The last term in Eq. 3 shows that in a universe where
d ln a = 1 at all redshifts (i.e. in an Einstein-de Sitter universe), there is no ISW signal expected.
In general the galaxy window function is taken to be: This is the real (as opposed to redshift) space window function. We assume a linear bias b(r). The term ϕ(r) is the galaxy selection function, which represents the probability of finding a galaxy at a distance r from the observer. From Eq. 3, we see that a positive ISW correlation (i.e., hot spots in the CMB corrspond to over-densities) is expected for universes where
> 1, as is the case for open universes [23, 24] as well as universes containing dark energy. In Figure 1 we show that open universes present a larger ISW cross-correlation signal that flat universes with the same matter content.
IV. THE EFFECT OF REDSHIFT DISTORTIONS ON THE ISW SIGNAL
The galaxy window function given in Eq. 4 is valid in real space. However, it is well known that a galaxy population whose radial distribution is estimated from redshifts will be subject to redshift distortions [17, 18, 25] . This will affect the radial galaxy power spectrum as well as the estimated selection function. In the absence of redshift distortions, the redshift distribution of a galaxy is related to the population's selection function through:
In the presence of linear redshift distortions, the inferred selection function will be distorted such that [17] :
where V (r) is the radial peculiar velocity field of galaxies induced by their coherent motion on large scales, and Eq. 6 assumes that the perturbations induced by the redshift distortions are small enough that a Taylor expansion of the selection function is valid. Therefore, where the selection function is inferred from the measured redshift distribution of galaxies, the galaxy window function should include an extra term. Redshift distortions therefore affect the radial galaxy power spectrum, as well as the projected galaxy correlation [26, 27] . The extra term in the galaxy window function is given by [see 17, for a derivation]:
where the distortion parameter β is statistically related to the galaxy peculiar velocity field. It modulates the amplitude of the redshift distortion effect and is defined by [28] :
The window function of the redshift space contribution is given by:
[26] also showed that Eq. 9 could be integrated by parts and simplified, so that:
The redshift space window function is then:
This is the first time that the effect of redshift distortions on the galaxy window function has never been included in the ISW galaxy-temperature calculation. The equation for the ISW effect, including the effect of redshift distortions is given by the same equation as before (i.e. Eq. 2), but where the galaxy window function is calculated using Eq. 11. In this case, the ISW effect has a new dependence on the linear growth factor as well as on the linear bias, through the redshift distortion parameter β.
In fact this new dependence can help probe alternative models of gravity as well as anisotropic stress. The first 
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Original Ω d ln a − 1 is due to the change in gravitational potential and is related to the sum of both Newtonian potentials ψ and Φ, whereas the redshift distortion term, β, is a tracer of only the temporal potential ψ. This means that if cosmic variance were not so large, the ISW signal including redshift distortions could potentially probe both potentials on its own. In Figure 2 we compare the ISW signal with and without the effect of redshift distortions. The effect of the redshift distortions is to increase the ISW signal at all multipoles where the ISW signal is not negligible. In the top panel of Figure 2 we show the signal at two different redshifts. In the bottom panel of Figure 2 we show the relative increase in signal due to redshift distortions. This relative increase can be over 30% on the largest scales for a cross-correlation with a galaxy sample at redshift z = 0.6. For a cross-correlation with a galaxy sample at redshift z = 1.7, the relative increase in signal is even larger (over 40% at the largest scales), because the distortion parameter β which modulates the amplitude of the redshift distortion effect is larger at high redshift, and the undistorted ISW signal is smaller. At lower redshifts, the effect of redshift distortions is smaller yet non-negligible (< 10% at z = 0.1).
As the ISW cross-correlation signal will be affected by redshift distortions, so will the corresponding error bars. The covariance of the cross-correlation ISW signal is given by:
The effect of redshift distortions on the ISW crosscorrelation signal. Top panel : the undistorted ISW crosscorrelation signal for galaxy samples in bins centered at redshifts z = 0.6 and z = 1.7 (dashed and solid lines respectively), compared to the signal including the effect of redshift distortions (dotted lines). The effect of the redshift distortions is to add power to the ISW cross-correlation signal at all redshifts and on all scales. Bottom panel : the relative increase in signal, when including the redshift distortions, for galaxy population at redshift z = 0.6 (dashed line) and at redshift z = 1.7 (solid line). The relative increase is larger (over 40% compared to over 30%) at high redshifts for two reasons: the distortion parameter which modulates the amplitude of the redshift distortion is larger at high redshift, and the undistorted ISW signal is smaller. The effect of redshift distortions on parameter estimation is shown in Table I .
In the presence of redshift distortions, both terms C ℓ,gT and C ℓ,gg should be modified to include the redshift space galaxy window function. The effect of the redshift distortions is to increase power in both terms. We find that the signal to noise (i.e., C gT /∆C gT ) is decreased by about 10% (15%) at redshifts z = 0.6 (1.7), when redshift distortions are included. However, the extra feature introduced by redshift distortions will help break cosmological parameter degeneracies, especially those involving Ω m , w 0 , b(z) and Ω Λ (in a flat universe).
In order to investigate the effect of using the undistorted ISW equation for a measurement that includes redshift distortions, we fit a mock ISW signal (including redshift distortions) using different theoretical equations. The results for this exercise are given in Table I . We find that omitting the effect of the redshift distortions means we overestimate the true value of Ω 0 Λ , and underestimate the size of the statistical error bars. This may explain in part fits to ISW spectra in the literature which prefer high dark energy density values, though only if the selection functions used were estimated from the galaxy redshift distribution. For such surveys, the results from Table I show the effect of redshift distortions should be included when constraining cosmological parameters from a galaxy-temperature cross-correlation measurement.
V. ISW LIMBER EQUATIONS WITH REDSHIFT DISTORTIONS
The ISW effect is a large scale effect, but for high redshift surveys and for larger multipoles it is often assumed that it is acceptable to use the small angle approximation or Limber equation [6, 13, 29] . This uses the fact that on small angles (or large ℓ):
In the real space limit (i.e. using Eq. 4 as the galaxy window function), the undistorted ISW signal can be written in the small angle approximation by:
We find here a similar Limber equation for the ISW signal including the redshift distortions. It is given by:
which makes the extended assumption that
In Figure 3 we compare the ISW cross-correlation signal, with and without redshift distortions, for the exact prescription and for the Limber approximations. The galaxy distribution is centred at redshift z = 0.1 and z = 0.6 with width ∆z = 0.1. We find that for the undistorted and redshift distorted cases, the Limber approximation overstimates the ISW signal by up to 30% at z = 0.1 and 80% at z = 0.6 for the widths considered. This discrepency is largely due to the relatively small redshift bin width. We find that for larger bin widths, the discrepency between the Limber and the exact equations decreases, as suggested by [30] . We also find that for a fixed bin width, the difference between the exact and Limber equations at a given ℓ increases with redshift, since the Limber approximation assumes ℓ + 1/2 ∼ kr (see Eq. 13).
In Table I we show the effect of using the ISW Limber equations to constrain the dark energy density; we find that at all redshifts the result is to understimate the dark energy density, with the discrepency being larger at high redshifts. For wide redshift bins this effect should be smaller. Table I .
VI. CONCLUSION
The ISW effect is weak compared to the signal from galaxy clustering or weak lensing, yet its simplicity as a linear effect and its potential with future tomographic surveys make it a promising tool to study. As a direct tracer of the evolution of large scale gravitational potentials it is ideal for studying dark energy, curvature and departures from general relativity on large scales.
In this paper we show that the ISW signal is not as featureless as previously thought. We show that the redshift distortions due to galaxy peculiar velocities affect the galaxy-Temperature ISW signal, when the galaxy selection function is estimated from the redshift distribution. As far as we are aware this is the first time that this effect has been included in the ISW signal.
We find that the effect of redshift distortions is to add power to the ISW signal. At redshift z = 0.6 this increase can be over 30% on large scales. The effect becomes larger at higher redshifts where the redshift distortion parameter β is large and the amplitude of the ISW signal is small. As well as adding power on large scales, the redshift distortions will also increase the covariance on the ISW cross-correlation power, though the additional feature should help break degeneracies between cosmological parameters.
The combination of the redshift distortion effect in the ISW signal is also useful to probe alternative models of gravity as the galaxy-Temperature correlation now probes both the sum of the Newtonian potentials ψ + Φ as well as the temporal potential ψ separately.
If an ISW measurement includes the effect of redshift distortions, omitting this in the analysis would lead to an overestimation of the dark energy density Ω Λ , as well as an underestimation of its error bars. This may explain in part fits to ISW spectra in the literature which prefer high dark energy density values, though only if the selection functions used were estimated from the galaxy redshift distribution.
We also find a new ISW Limber equation which includes redshift distortions. We find that Limber equations in general overestimate the ISW signal at all redshifts, and that the effect is large for thin tomographic bins and at high redshifts. Use of the ISW Limber approximation is such cases to constrain cosmology will lead to an underestimation of the true value of Ω Λ .
The code used in this paper is available on request and will soon be added as a module to the iCosmo platform (http://www.icosmo.org).
